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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will examine the asymptotic behaviour at infinity of 
solutions of some semilinear elliptic equations. In many radial situations 
and especially the autonomous case, the possible behaviour of positive 
(and also oscillatory) solutions has been classified. Let us mention early 
results by Fowler [FO] and recent results by McLeod, Ni, and Serrin 
[MNS], and Pucci and Serrin [PSI. Behaviour of nonradial solutions has 
been studied by Gidas, Spruck, and Caffarelli [GS, CG], and by Aviles 
CAVI. 
The studies in the papers mentioned above are focused on determining 
all possible behaviour of solutions of the equation. In this paper we will 
only consider “finite energy” solutions and we will consider both radial and 
nonradial situations. This is a natural class of solutions to consider since 
solutions obtained by variational methods have “finite energy.” 
The results obtained in this paper are “designed” for the existence results 
obtained in [EG2]. Let us mention that [LNl, LN2, NOSl, NOS23 
contain existence results of the same type. In [EG2] we considered the 
following problem: 
du+f(x, u)=O in Q, 
u E L@y(Q), 24 > 0 in Q. 
(0.1) 
Here Q is an open connected set in R”. The space 9$*(Q) is just the 
completion of C;(Q) with the “energy” IIVull, as a norm. 
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Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that n > 2, f (x, s) > 0, for all x E 52 
and s > 0, and that 0’ is bounded. 
In [EG2] we considered the more general case when the Laplacian is 
replaced by the m-Laplacian. In this paper we will prove results for the 
Laplacian only (except for Theorem 6 and its Corollary). The problem with 
the method in the present paper is that we can not find a substitute for the 
Kelvin transform in the general case. However, we believe that it is possible 
to obtain the results for the m-Laplacian, using a more direct method not 
involving the Kelvin transform. 
Since f>O in (0.1) the most rapid decay we can expect is 
u(x)- c IX12-n, this can be shown using a comparison argument (see 
[LNl]). We will show that for a large class of functions fit turns out that 
solutions of (0.1) have this decay. In fact we will also get an estimate of the 
second term in the asymptotic expansion. 
Another equation that has been frequently studied in the literature is 
Au-a(x)u+f(x, u)=O in Q, 
u E L3;2(Q), 24 > 0 in Q. 
(0.2) 
Here a is a non-negative function, andf and Q satisfy the hypothesis above. 
If a is bounded from above and below by positive constants, then the space 
9i2(Q) is often replaced by Hk2(Q). This is the Sobolev space obtained 
by taking the completion of C,“(Q) with the norm llull= IIVull, + IIul12. 
If we assume that f(x, s) = o(s) holds uniformly for large x as s + 0 and 
a is bounded from below by a positive constant for large x, then it is well 
known that radial solutions of (0.2) do tend to zero at least exponentially 
fast as x + co. We will show that under some additional conditions on f 
this fast decay holds also for nonradial solutions. 
Finally in Section 4 we will prove a result when the Laplacian is replaced 
by the so-called m-Laplacian. 
In [EG2] the existence of solutions of a class of quasilinear equations is 
proved using variational methods. This is done in a rather straightforward 
way. The problem with variational methods is that often it does not give 
the same qualitative information, as for example, ODE methods. However, 
in this paper we prove that almost all solutions obtained in [EG2] have 
the fastest possible decay, at infinity. The methods used in the present 
paper contain ideas introduced by Moser [MO] and Trudinger [TR]. 
The formulation of the results might look a little bit complicated. One 
reason for this is that we treat both superlinear, sublinear, and linear cases. 
It turns out that the results are different in the different cases. As some 
examples given in Section 5 show, this difference is not due to the methods 
applied. 
Also in Section 5 we give examples that show that the results obtained 
are the best possible or close to the best possible. 
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1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Before we state the results about the asymptotic behaviour of solutions 
of (0.1) let us recall the two main results contained in [EG2]. The first is 
only for radial solutions and the second contains results for both the radial 
and the nonradial cases. Our asymptotic results are “designed” for applica- 
tions to these existence results. However, the results in the present paper 
also include linear, sublinear, and critical growth. 
Below the following functions will be used repeatedly: 
7(x, s) = sup f(x, t), w(x) = lx/(*-n)‘* (1.1) 
IbS 
THEOREM A. Assume that f(x, s) is radial in the x variable and that Sz is 
radial (e.g., Sz = R"\B,(O) or Sz = R"). Furthermore, assume that 
(i) 7(x, co(x)) w(x) E L’(Q) for each positive c, and 
jnf(x, EU(X))EW(X) dx = o(.?), as E -+ 0. 
(ii) There is a radial function cp E 93$*(Q) such that 
tr’ f f(x, tcp)cp dx + co, as t + 00. 
(iii) There are constants 8 E (0, l/2) and A4 < CC such that 
jr, f (x, so(x)) ds < Bf(x, b(x)) t holds for all t > M and x E 52. 
(iv) The function s + f(x, s) is continuous for a.e. x E 52. 
Then (0.1) has a radial solution such that u(x) = 0(0(x)) for large x. 
THEOREM B. Let us assume that f satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) The estimate f (x, s) < Cy=, bi(x)sPi holds for all x E Sz. Here each 
pair (pi. bi) satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) bi is locally bounded in Q\(O) 
(b) l<p,<(n+2)/(n-2) 
(c) there are numbers v1 and v2 such that hi(x) = o(IxJ”‘), for x 
small, hi(x) = o(~x~‘~), for x large and (n + 2 + 2v,)/(n - 2) < pi 6 
(n+2+2v,)/(n-2). 
(ii) There is a q~g$*(Q) such that tt’s f(x, tcp)cp dx+ co, as 
t+cQ. 
(iii) There is a constant BE (0, l/2) such that 16 f(x, s) ds< Of(x, t)t, 
for all x E Sz and positive t. 
(iv) The function s + f(x, s) is continuous for a.e. x E 52. 
Then (0.1) has a solution, whikh tends to zero untformly as x + 00. 
If Sz is radial and f is radial in the space variable, then the result holds if 
we remove the condition pi < (n + 2)/(n - 2) in (i)(b). 
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Let me again mention that similar results can be found in [LNl, LN2, 
NOSl, NOS2]. 
The paper [EGZ] (see also [LNl, LN2, PS] ) also contains the 
following improved asymptotic result. 
PROPOSITION C. Let 52 be radial and unbounded and let f be radial in the 
space variable. Assume that we can fmd constants p > 1 and v satisfying 
p > (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2) such that f(x, s) < C 1x1” sp holds for large x. 
Then each radial solution u of (0.1) has a finite positive limit 
lim, + m [~(“~~u(x)=C. If Q=R”, then C=(l/(n-2)1S,-,I) 
j f(x, u(x)) dx. Here IS,-II d enotes the area of the n - 1 sphere. 
It is easy to find examples where Theorems A and B above imply the 
existence of a radial solution but Proposition C does not apply. Further- 
more, Proposition C does not contain any nonradial situations at all. 
In this paper we will prove the following two results formulated so that 
they can be applied to the solutions obtained in Theorems A and B above. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that u is a non-negative, radial function with 
finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity. Furthermore assume that 
Au + f (x, u) + h > 0 for large x, where h is radial and integrable and the 
function f is radial in the space variable and satisfies the following conditions. 
0) 7(x, C o x w x is integrable in a neighborhood of infinity for ( )) ( 1 
each positive C. 
(ii) There is a constant C, such that the “superlinearity” condition 
7(x, s)s -’ < Cy(x, t) t ~ ’ holds for all t > s 2 0 and large x. 
(iii) There is a positive constant CI such that f(x, IxI~-~+~) is 
integrable in a neighborhood of infinity. 
Then lim sup, _ o. Ix]~-~u(x)<w. Ifwealso have -Au>Oandu $ Ofor 
large x, then lim, _ m IxI~-~ u(x) exists and is a finite positive number. If u 
is a global solution of (0.1) with Sz = R”, then the limit is the number given 
in Proposition C. 
Condition (i) is the best possible in the sense that the theorem is not true 
if we replace o with G(x) = o(x) IxI-’ with 6 > 0 (see Example 1). Also the 
restriction that f(x,.) is superlinear (ii) is needed (see Example 6). 
If we only assume that (i) and (ii) above hold we can conclude that for 
each positive c(, 1x1 np2--au(~) is bounded at infinity. 
Condition (iii) in the theorem above is not very restrictive (see 
Example 5). For example, it is implied by the following more explicit 
“superlinearity condition.” 
(iii’) There are constants M and P>2 such that 
s ,x,, Mf(x, EO(X))EO(X) dx = (I(?), as E + 0. 
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Thus the extra condition (iii) is only needed if we have linear or almost 
linear growth. We believe however that the conclusion in the theorem holds 
without condition (iii). The fact that the linear situation is more delicate is 
indicated in Examples 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that u is a non-negative function with fkite energy 
in a neighborhood of infinity. Furthermore assume that Au + f (x, u) 2 0 for 
large x, where the function f satisfies the following condition. 
The estimate f(x, s) < h(x) + b,(x)s + Cr= 1 bi(x)sPt holds for large x. 
Here we assume that there is a q > n/2 such that h(x) Ix[~+~, b,(x) lx14 E 
Ly((xI -2n dx). The exponent pi is strictly larger than one, and one of the 
following conditions holds for each pair (bi, pi). 
(a) hi(x) = 0( 1x1 “I), where pi = (n + 2 + 2v,)/(n - 2). 
(b) bi E Lqt and pi < (n + 2)/(n - 2), where qi = 2n/(n + 2 - (n - 2)pi). 
If pi > (n+ 2)/(n-2) for some i, then we also need to assume that u is 
radical. 
Then lim sup, _ Q, Ix[~-~u(x)<co. Furthermore, tf -Au30 and ~$0 
for large x, then lim,, o. IX/~-’ u(x)= C exists and is a finite positive 
number. Zf u is a global solution of (0.1) with Q = R”, then the limit is the 
same as that in Proposition C. 
The conditions on h and b0 look strange and artificial. In Example 4, we 
show that the conditions are essentially the best possible. This example also 
explains the conditions. 
Example 1 shows that conditions (a) and (b) are best possible in the 
sense that we can not choose pi any smaller (or vi any larger). 
That the restriction to radial functions when pi is supercritical (i.e., 
pi > (n + 2)/(n - 2)) is necessary is shown by Example 7. 
That a function u has finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity means 
just that there is a radial non-negative smooth function 9 that is identically 
one for large x such that uq E 9t2(R”). To say that u has finite energy in 
a neighborhood of the origin is defined in the obvious analogous way. The 
condition that u has finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity in 
Theorems 1 and 2 above is really necessary (Example 1). 
Since we are considering non-smooth functions, we will interpret the dif- 
ferential inequality -Au < g in Sz as J Vu . Vq dx < J gcp dx, Vcp E Cr(R”). 
In both theorems above we have not included a sublinear term of, 
for example, the type b(x)up, with 0 < p < 1. However, since we are 
considering differential inequalities, they can be introduced by interpolating 
between h and a linear term bOu, as in Example 6. 
We have the following consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 above and their 
proofs. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let u be a solution obtained in Theorem A or B above. In 
addition to Theorem A we need to assume that (iii) (or (iii’)) in Theorem 1 
holds. Then u(x)=C ~x~*-“+O(~X~*-~~~) as x--too, for somepositive tl. 
More specifically, u = max( 1, v) or if u is radial o! = max(2, v), where v is 
either 
(i) the best constant such that for each positive constant B, there is a 
constant D such that f(x, B IxI*~“) 6 D 1x(-‘-” holds for large x, or 
(ii) v = 2 -n/q, where q is the largest number such that 
f(x, B 1x1*-“) (x~+*E Ly, in a neighborhood of infinity for each positive B. 
Furthermore, if”Q=R”, then C= (l/(n-2) IS,- rl) jR” f(x, u(x)) dx. 
Example 2 in Section 5 shows that the estimate of the error term in the 
expansion is best possible. 
The idea of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is to use the classical Kelvin 
transform u(x) -+ Ix\*-* u(x/lxl’). Then as we will see the new function has 
finite energy, and satisfies a differential inequality, in a neighborhood of the 
origin. To prove the theorems we only need to study the transformed 
problem in a neighborhood of the origin. For this purpose we will use a 
kind of Moser iterations involving weighted Sobolev inequalities or some 
other adequate inequalities. 
A bonus of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is the following result. 
COROLLARY 4. Let u be a solution obtained in Theorem A or B above 
with 0 E Sz. In addition to the conditions in Theorem A we need to assume 
that there is an cc>0 such that f(x, C 1~1~‘) 1x1*-” is integrable in a 
neighborhood of the origin. 
Then u is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin. 
In all the results above we assumed that n > 2. If n < 2 we cannot have 
solutions tending to zero at infinity. If n = 2, u has finite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity and du 6 0, then lim inf, _ o. u(x) > 0. This follows 
from the maximum principle and the Kelvin transform (which is just a 
conformal change of coordinates in this case) as below. 
To see if solutions are bounded in R*, we argue as follows. The dif- 
ferential inequality -du < f(x, u) transforms to -dv <f (x/lx1 *, v), where 
v(x) = u(x/lxl’). As in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 it follows that this 
inequality holds also at the origin and that v has finite energy in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Now it is easy to find sufficient conditions for 
v to be bounded in a neighborhood of the origin and hence for u to be 
bounded in a neighborhood of infinity. A sufficient condition is, for example, 
f(x,~)<b(x)s~, wherep>O and bEL4(IxI-2dx) for some q>l. 
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An application of Theorem 2 yields the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that u is non-negative, has finite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity, and assume that u satisfies -Au < -Au + f(x, u) 
for large x, where ,I is a positive constant and f (x, s) Q o(s) + CS(“+~)‘(“-~~ 
holds uniformly for large x and positive s. Then u decays at least exponen- 
tially fast at infinity, i.e., u(x) < C exp( - 6 1x1) for some positive constants 6 
andC,asx+co. 
In particular, if u solves (0.2) with f(x, u) = b(x)uP, 1 < p < 
(n + 2)/(n - 2), and a is boundedfrom below and b is boundedfrom above by 
positive constants, for large x, then u decays at least exponentially fast at 
infinity. This includes the equations tudied in [BL, BC, LI]. 
Let n = 2 and assume that f(x, s) 6 o(s) + Cs’, for some a E (1, co), holds 
for large x and positive s. If u > 0 has finite energy and is in L2 in a 
neighborhood of infinity and tf there is a positive 1 such that -Au 6 
--Au + f (x, u), holds for large x, then it follows that u decays at least 
exponentially fast at infinity. 
Professor W.-M. Ni has pointed out that the conclusion in Theorem 5 
follows from Lemma 3.1 in [ZH], provided f has subcritical growth and 
n 2 5. The last part, with n = 2, was included after a suggestion from 
Professor W.-M. Ni. 
Above we discussed the case n > 2 and also n = 2. The remaining case is 
just n = 1, which is in many respects easier. To discuss the problem in this 
situation we will consider a more general equation where the Laplacian is 
replaced by the m-Laplacian. Now n < 2 is replaced by n cm, which can 
contain situations where the dimension is larger than one. The new 
problem is to study solutions of the equation 
A,u+f(x, u)=O in Q, 
u E 9(yyQ), u > 0 
(1.2) 
in Q. 
Here A, is the m-Laplace operator defined by A,u = V. ( IVul” ~ ’ Vu), 
where 1 cm< oo. 
In [EG2] we proved the following existence result. 
THEOREM D. Assume that -n <m and Q # R”. Put o,(x) = d(Q’, x)‘, 
a = (m - n)/m, here d(sZ’, x) denotes the distance between the complement of 
52 and the point x. Furthermore, assume that 
(i) Rx, co,(x)) o,(x) E L’(Q) for each positive c, and 
Jny(x, HO,(X)) w,(x) dx = o(E~), as E + 0. 
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(ii) There is a function cp~9$“‘(Q) such that tlPrn jf(x, ~(P)(P dx 
+c0,ast+co. 
(iii) There are constants 8 E (0, l/m) and M < 00 such that 
S& f(x, so,(x)) ds < 8f(x, to,(x)) t holds for all t 2 M and x E Q. 
(iv) The function s + f(x, s) is continuous for a.e. x E Q. 
Then (1.2) has a solution such that u(x) = 0(0,(x)). 
In the radial situation Pucci and Serrin [PS] proved that under some 
extra conditions the solutions obtained above are bounded as x + co. We 
will see that this holds also in the nonradial situation. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that n < m, u is non-negative with finite m-energy in 
a neighborhood of infinity. Furthermore, assume that A,u + f(x, u) 2 0 for 
large x E Sz, where the function f satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) fT(x, Co,(x)) o,(x) dx < 00 for each positioe C. 
(ii) There is a constant C, such that the “superlinearity” condition 
~(x,s).~-~<C~(x, t)tlPmholdsfor all t>s>O and large x in L2. 
(iii) There are constants 6 >0 and p > 1, such that f(x, Co,(x)‘) 
%l(x) ’ +m(p--6’ is integrable for each positive C. 
Then u is bounded as x + co. 
Condition (i) is best possible in the sense that the theorem is not true if 
we replace o by w’, where a > 1. 
If we only assume that (i) and (ii) hold we can conclude that 
u(x) o,(x)-’ is bounded for each positive 6. 
Again, as in Theorem 1, the extra condition (iii) is not very restrictive. 
It is only required if f (x, s) has growth near s’+ I. 
Let us also mention that the conclusions in Theorems D and 6 hold also 
if the complement of Sz is unbounded. 
The proof of Theorem 6 will be given in Section 4. 
COROLLARY 7. Under the extra assumption (iii) in Theorem 6 above, it 
follows that the solution obtained in Theorem D is bounded. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we will establish some lemmas that will give us 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 8. If u E ?B$‘(R”), then the function (Kelvin transform) u(x) = 
1~1~~” u(x/lxl’) is also in 9i2(R”). As a special case we see that if u has 
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finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity then v has finite energy in a 
neighborhood of the origin. 
Proof. We have v(x)= (~1”~~ u(y), where Y=x/(x(~. A simple calcula- 
tion yields 
V,u= lyl”V,u--2 lylflP2(y.V+)y-(n-2) (~l”-~yu. 
Thus, since dx = ( yl -2n dy, we obtain 
Here we used the fact that the imbedding 9k2(R”)4L2(R”, lyl -‘dy) is 
continuous. Of course C denotes a general constant that does not depend 
on u but it might change from line to line, and we will keep this convention 
throughout the paper. 
Let us remark that some elementary but a bit tedious manipulations 
show that the Kelvin transform is actually an isometry on &9$2(R”) (i.e., it 
preserves the scalar product (u, w) = j Vu. VW dx). 1 
Now we will prove two regularity results for some differential 
inequalities. These will then be used to prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 9. Let f be a function satisfying the growth condition f(x, s) d 
b,(x)(l +s) + xy= 1 bi(x)sPi for small x and positive s, where b0 E Lye, 
for some q,,> n/2, pi> 1 and each pair (b;, pi) (i> 1) satisfies one of the 
conditions 
(a) hi(x) = O({xlvf), where pi = (n + 2 + 2vj)/(n - 2). 
(b) bie Lq’ and pi< (n +2)/(n-2), where qi=2n/(n+2- (n- 2)~~). 
IfPi>(n+2Mn-2)f or some i, then we also need to assume that u below 
is radial. If u is a non-negative function with finite energy, satisfying the 
differential inequality Au + f (x, u) > 0 in a neighborhood of the origin, then 
it .follows that u is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Proof The proof utilises Moser iterations and a trick due to Trudinger 
[TR], in a standard way. We will restrict the proof to the case when 
f(x, s) d C 1x1” sp, with p = (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2) > 1. The general case will be 
outlined later. 
Take G to be a C’ function such that G(s) =sb if 0 <s < N, linear if 
s > N, and zero otherwise, and put F(u) = St; [G’(s)/ 2 ds (here j3 > 1). It is 
easy to verify that SF(S) < ?G’(s)~ < /?G(s)~. 
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Take q to be a smooth radial and non-negative function which is identi- 
cally one in a neighborhood of the origin and has small support. Then if 
we apply q*F(u) as a test function in the differential inequality we get 
Next we note that 
2 In.4 .vijF(u)rjl<; Ivul* r/*u-‘F(u) +2 IVY/l* F(u)24 
d ; lVul* BIG’* + 2/I* IV+ * G(U)*. 
Thus we finally obtain 
llVG(uh)ll; d CL?* IVtjl*G(u)*dx+j Ixl’zP1G(u)*q2dx . (2.1) 
> 
Now using Holder’s inequality and a weighted Sobolev imbedding 
theorem (e.g., see [EGl, Lemma 71) we get 
6 cp* IW* Wd*dx+ I~WM~;+I,,,,~ IIx(supprl}~IIpP;:,,x,v . (2.2) 
Since p>l, we can choose the support of v] small so that 
a’ IIX i{s”ppqp4PpT:,,x,~ c l/2, and bring the last term in (2.2) over to the 
left side. Then if we let N tend to infinity in G we finally find that 
Il~“v1112 P + 1, l-4” is finite for fl= n/(n - 2) > 1. 
Now we can apply the standard argument in [GT, Proof of 
Theorem 8.171 (with the standard Sobolev inequality replaced by the 
weighted one as above). 
We will show that for some small positive r we have 
l/q 
< 00, (2.3) 
and thus it follows that u is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Although the proof of (2.3) is standard, we will give it here since it is a 
crucial ingredient in our main result. 
In the argument below we choose rl to be a radial non-negative function 
with support in B,,(O) and such that rl- 1 if 1x1 <r2 < ri and 
IW G WI - r2). 
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By the above we have u E L (P+ 1)n/(n-2)(B,,(0), (x(” dx), provided r, is 
small enough, and thus we get using (2.1) 
for some 6 < 1. Here x,(x) = 1 if 1x1~ r and zero otherwise. 
In the proof of (2.4) we used the fact that there is a 6 < 1 such that 
and 
Thus if we define 
@Jar)= f,,,,,,, Id4 ,4vdx)1’q ( 
and let N + cc in (2.4) we get 
@,((p+l)Pyr2)G * ( ) 
1/P 
@A@ +1) @, rl ). v-5 1 
1 2 
Since UE Lp+ ‘(B,(O), [xl” dx) we can iterate (2.5) with 
j?=C”> 1, r,=r,(2+2-“)/4form=1,2,..., 
to obtain 
@,((p + lWm, r,) G C,@,(p + 1, rd, 
where C, < C dm(2/S)em, d,,, = IF= I dk, and e, = C;= i k Sk. Thus it follows 
that C, stays bounded as m tends to infinity and (2.3) follows. 
If we instead have f(x, U) < b(x)uP, where p > 1 and the pair (b, p) 
satisfies condition (b), we can modify the argument above as follows. 
The last term in (2.1) becomes C/Y?‘! buP-1G(u)2 q2 dx. By Holder’s 
inequality we can estimate this term by CP’ IlWb~ll~~~~~-~~ 
ll~~~,,~pt,~ll f&!-2) llbx~suppgJllq~ where q is the exponent given in condition 
(b). Again choosing the support of q small we deduce that u is locally in 
L2nS’(n-2) for j? = n/(n - 2) > 1. Now we can perform the Moser iterations 
as above to arrive at (2.3). 
If j-(x, U) < (1 + U) b,(x), then by considering the function U = u + 1, we 
reduce the study to the case when f(x, U) < b,(x)u. Here we do not need 
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the initial step above. In fact we get (2.3) if we just perform the Moser 
iterations in a standard fashion as in the second step above. 
In the general case when N> 1 we argue almost as before. The only 
difference is that we use @ y,,,,,,y Jql, . . . . q,,,, I) = C;“= 1 QVi(qi, r) and instead 
of (2.5) we get 
@ “,,...,“J(P1 + l)P? -..3 (PN+ l)P? r2) 
d 
( > 
cg l/8 ~ 
y ,,..., , ((p1+1)6B,...,(p,+1)6B,r,). (2.50 
rl -r2 
Now the proof follows exactly as before. 1 
In the proof of Lemma 9 above we used the weighted Sobolev imbedding 
9$‘(Q) 4 Lp+‘(sZ, lxl” dx), p + 1 = 2(n + v)/(n - 2). In the proof of the 
following lemma this imbedding will be replaced by the following elemen- 
tary estimate lu(x)l <C IIVull, Ix~‘*-~)‘~, which holds for all radical func- 
tions ZJ E g;*(a). For a proof of this estimate see, for example, Lemma 5 
in [EG2]. 
LEMMA 10. Assume that h and f are radial in the space variable and let 
7(x, s) and w(x) be as defined in (1.1). Assume that h(x) w(x)* and 
3(x, Co(x)) w(x) are locally integrable in a neighborhood of the origin for 
each positive C and assume that there is a constant D such thaty(x, s)s-’ Q 
D~(x, t) t - ’ holds for all t > s 2 0 and small x. 
Then if u is radial, non-negative, has locally finite energy in a 
neighborhood of the origin, and satisfies the differential inequality 
Au + f(x, u) + h 2 0, then 1x1 a u is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin 
for each positive CI. 
If we also assume that there is a positive constant a such that 
3(x, Ixl-7 IXl2-n is integrable in a neighborhood of the origin, then u is 
bounded in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Proof First by replacing u by ii = u + 1, we can replace h by hu in the 
differential inequality. Thus h can be considered as part off: Therefore in 
the proof of the first part of the lemma we can assume that h is zero. 
As in the proof of Lemma 9 we get 
IlV(G(u)q)ll: < CP’ j IW* G(u)‘dx+ jh, u) u-‘G(u)’ v* dx . 
> 
(2.6) 
Since we have the simple estimate Iv(x)/ < C llVvl12 o(x) for all radial 
functions with finite energy, we can estimate the left side of (2.6) from 
below by sup CG(u)’ ~20-2. 
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The last term in (2.6) can be estimated as 
Q2 1 Ax, u) u - ‘G(u)* tj2 dx 
6 CP2(sup G(u)’ u*o-*) jtsuPPql .b Cm(x)) 4~) dx. 
If we let the support of v] be small, we can make the integral on the right 
side small so that we can bring it over on the left side in estimate (2.6) to 
obtain 
Go y120-2 6 C/?* j IVY//* Go dx 
and thus if we let N --) co in G we get 
u2’(x)q2 < Cg’ JxJ’-~ j u28 IVrjj2 dx. 
Using the a priori estimate U(X) < C 1x1 (2-n)‘2 we see that we can iterate 
the inequality above N times with /I= S”, m = 1,2, ,.., N, where 
6 E (1, n/(n - 2)), to find that 
u(x)q c IXl(*-‘*, 
in a neighborhood of the origin. This shows the first part of the lemma. 
Note that we can not continue this procedure indefinitely, since in each 
step we need to make the support of q smaller. 
To get the second part of the lemma we integrate the differential 
inequality to obtain for 0 < r < r0 
(f(t,u(t))+h(t))t”-‘dtds. 
Here we used the fact that there is a sequence sk such that sk L 0, and 
u’(s/Js;- 1 + 0, as k + co. This follows since u has finite energy. 
Now we can change the order of integration to find that 
(max(r, t)2--n - rg-” )(f(t, u(t)) + h(f))f”-’ dt 
~*-~(j-(t,u(r))+h(t))t”-‘dt. 
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From the above, this inequality, and the assumptions, we find that u is 
bounded in a neighborhood of the origin. 1 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3. Assume that u has locally 
finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity and satisfies the differential 
inequality du + f(x, u) > 0 for large x. Then if u is the Kelvin transform 
u(x)= JxI*-” u(x/lxl*), it has locally finite energy in a neighborhood 
of the origin (Lemma 8), and satisfies the differential inequality 
Au+lxl-“-*f(x/lx\*, IxJ”-*u)>O . m a neighborhood of the origin. The 
fact that this holds also at the origin follows from the following simple fact. 
If cp E CF(R”) is non-negative and n > 2, then we can find a sequence of 
non-negative functions (Pi E gk*(R”), whose support does not contain the 
origin and such that qPk -+ cp in g$*(R”). In fact it is well known that this 
holds also if n = 2; however, in this case the construction of the sequence 
(Pi is a little bit more delicate. 
It is easy to see that the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2 transform 
into those in Lemmas 10 and 9 and thus it follows that u(x)< C Ix[*-~ 
for large x. 
The fact that u(x)> C Ix~*-~, if Au<0 and u&O, is well known. For 
example, it follows from Proposition 11 below. See also [LNl ] for a 
different and more general argument. 
Finally, the fact that (xln-* u(x) has a limit as x--f co follows since the 
Kelvin transform of u and Au E Lq in a neighborhood of the origin, for 
some q > n/2. Now standard regularity theory shows that u is Holder 
continuous at the origin and the claim follows. 
To get the second term in the expansion in Corollary 3, we just calculate 
the Holder exponent. For part (i) in the corollary we use the imbedding 
from Morrey spaces rather than standard Sobolev spaces (cf. [GT, 
Sect. 7.91). Part (ii) follows using the standard Sobolev spaces. 1 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 AND SOME REMARKS 
Having proved Theorems 1 and 2 we are now able to prove Theorem 5 
in a simple and standard way. 
Proof of Theorem 5. First we consider only the case when n 2 3. We 
note that Theorem 2 yields u(x) < C IxI*-~, as x + co. The rest of the proof 
follows from a well known comparison argument (cf. [KA, Sects. 5 and 63 
or [GNN, Proposition 4.11). 
If we take R large enough it follows that Au2 (2/2)u if Ix]> R. 
We know that there is a positive radial function that decays exponen- 
tially fast and satisfies Au = (i/2)u in 1x1 > R. Thus the function w = u - u 
is positive if 1x1 = R, tends to zero as x + co, and satisfies Aw d (1/2)w. 
505/98/l-4 
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Thus an application of the maximum principle shows that w 2 0. This 
proves the claim. 
The result that u decays exponentially fast is well known (se, for exam- 
ple, (2.19) in [BL]). In fact it follows that u(x) Ix~(~~‘)‘~ exp(,/@ 1x1) + 
C > 0, as x -+ co. This more precise result can be used to get more informa- 
tion about the asymptotics of U. 
Next we will prove the result when n = 2. To apply the second argument 
above we only needed to show that u(x) -+ 0, as x -+ co (the stronger con- 
clusion in Theorem 2 was not used). For this we can use a simple argument 
from [EG2, Theorem 111. 
We know that -du < CZP holds in a neighborhood of infinity, for some 
clE(l, 00). 
Thus from standard elliptic estimates we find that 
holds for large y, where C depends only on the energy of u in a 
neighborhood of infinity and U. This estimate can be obtained using the 
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 8.17 in [GT]. It was assumed 
that u is L2 integrable in a neighborhood of infinity. Furthermore, we know 
that u is bounded in a neighborhood of infinity (this fact was pointed out 
after Theorem 2 in Section 1). Hence combining the last two facts with 
(3.1), we find that u -+ 0 as x + co. This proves the claim when IZ = 2. 
Note that the last argument works also for n 2 3 above, if we have 
subcritical growth. In fact, the argument can be modified to include also 
the limiting case. 1 
The proof above can be extended to more general situations when the 
nonlinearity -Au +f(x, U) is replaced by g(x, u). Now the assumption is 
that g(x, s) is negative for small positive s and positive for large s. In this 
case we can replace the comparison argument above with that in [MC]. 
However, we will not pursue this idea any further. 
Another question one might ask is the following: Assume that u is a 
non-negative and non-trivial function with locally finite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity and satisfies Au < bu, for large x. When does it 
follow that u(x) > C Ix/*-“, for large x? From the above we conclude that 
we cannot have b = 1, but if b z 0 then it is true. The following is a slight 
generalisation of this observation. 
PROPOSITION 11. Assume that u is non-negative and has finite energy in 
a neighborhood of infinity and that Au 6 bu, where b )x14 E Lq( 1x1 -‘a dx) for 
some q > n/2. Then either there is a constant C such that u 2 C 1x1 2- ” for 
large x or u = 0 in a neighborhood of infinity. 
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To see that the conditions are near the best possible we can argue as in 
Example 4. Another simple “radial” example is the following. 
If we take b(x)=A 1x1-*, then u(x)=lxla with a=(1/2)(2-n- 
,,/m) satisfies Au = bu. 
Proof. If u is the Kelvin transform of U, then Au6 1x1 -4 b(x/lxl*)o. 
Now the claim follows from [GT, Theorem 8.183, provided 
1x1 -‘b(x/Ixl*)E Lp holds for some ~>n/2, locally in a neighborhood of 
the origin (in [GT], it is assumed that the coefficient is bounded, but the 
proof in this case is exactly the same). In fact the maximum principle in 
[GT] shows that either u is identically zero or strictly positive in a 
neighborhood of the origin. 
Thus the result follows if we transform back to the original setting. 1 
4. RESULTS FOR THE WFLAPLACIAN 
The reason we can work with the more general m-Laplace operator here 
is that we do not need the Kelvin transform. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof is almost the same as that of 
Lemma 10. However, since we are considering the m-Laplacian we need 
to make some modifications. Define a C’(R) function by G(s) = sB 
if 0 < s < N, linear if N < s, and zero otherwise (b > 1). Put F(U) = 
jt IG’(s)l” ds. Now we have the following relations: srn- ‘F(s) < s~G’(s)~ 6 
jY’G(s)“. 
Let q be a non-negative smooth radial function that is zero if x is small 
and identically one if x is large. 
If we apply F(u)?” as a test function in the differential inequality and 
argue as in the proof of Lemma 9, with the obvious modifications, we 
obtain 
< cp (s ~V~~“G(u)“dx+~~(x,u)u’-mG(~)m~mdx . (4.1) > 
Since n cm, Sobolev’s inequality yields Iv(x)1 < C IIVull, o,(x). Thus the 
left side in (4.1) can be estimated from below by C(G(u) VW; l)m. 
The second term on the right side in (4.1) can be estimated as 
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If we make the support of q small enough, we can bring this term over to 
the left side in (4.1) and arrive at 
(G(u) WC’)” < CPM s lVrjI” G(u)” dx. 
Finally letting N+ cc in G, yields 
w 
. 
Since this holds for any fi > 1, it follows that uw;* is bounded for any 
6 > 0. Note that we need to make the support of q smaller as B increases. 
To finish the proof note that the last term in (4.1) can be estimated by 
Here 6 > 0, p > 1 are the numbers given in condition (iii) in the theorem. 
Take q so that it is one if 1x1 >r,, zero if 1x1 <rl, and so that lVq1 < 
2/(vZ -rl). If we let N+ co in G, then after some simple estimates (4.1) 
becomes 
This inequality can be iterated exactly as inequality (2.5) in the proof of 
Lemma 9. Thus for some positive rO, SU~,~,,,~ (uw;~‘~) stays bounded as 
/? + co. This proves the claim in Theorem 6. 1 
5. SOME COMMENTS, EXAMPLES, AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section we will start with a remark on uniform estimates of the 
decay in terms of the local energy near infinity. Then a number of examples 
are given. They show that different conditions in the theorems in the 
present paper are best possible or near the best possible. 
In what follows we will say that u has fast decay if u(x) = 0( Ix(*-~), as 
x + co and slow decay otherwise. 
Uniform Estimates. Under the assumptions in Theorems 1 and 2 the 
conclusion was that u(k) c C Ix[*~~. When can we conclude that the only 
dependence C has on u is on the energy of u in a neighborhood of infinity, 
i.e., C = C(n, f, llV(uv)l\ ?), where q = 1 in a neighborhood of infinity? 
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Going through the proof it turns out that that we have such an estimate 
in all cases except Theorem 2(a). Example 2 below shows that under the 
assumptions in Theorem 2(a), we do not always get a uniform estimate. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
Au + 1x1” up = 0, (5.1) 
where we assume that p > 1 and v > -2. There is a solution of the form 
U(X) = C 1x1 OL, with c1= - (v + 2)/(p - 1 ), provided ~12  - n. This solution 
has slow decay if a > 2 -n, i.e., if p > (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2) - (v + 2)(n - 2). 
Furthermore, our solution has finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity 
if a < (l/2)(2 - n), which is the same as p < (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2). 
Conclusion (i). If v > -2 and p 2 (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2), then there is a 
function u satisfying (5.1) with slow decay, and infinite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity. 
Conclusion (ii). If v > -2 and (n + 2 + 2v)/(n - 2) - (v + 2)/(n - 2) 
<p < (n + 2 + 2v)/(n-2), then there is a function u satisfying (5.1) with 
slow decay, and finite energy in a neighborhood of infinity. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Corollary 3 we gave the second term in the asymptotic 
expansion at infinity. We will see that this result is the best possible. 
Equation (5.1) with v> -2 and p= (n+2+ 2v)/(n-2) has a one 
parameter family of solutions 
where I is a positive parameter. 
Conclusion (i). This shows that the expansion in Corollary 3 is best 
possible in the radial case. Translating the problem above to an artificially 
nonradial situation shows that the result in this case is also best possible. 
Conclusion (ii). Since the energy of uA is independent of 1, we cannot 
obtain a uniform estimate as described in the beginning of this section. 
EXAMPLE 3. The function U(X) = IX/~-~ log(lxl) has finite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity and satisfies 
Au + b(x)u = 0, (5.2) 
with b(x) = (n - 2) 1x1 -‘/log( [xl). 
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Conclusion (i). It is not enough to have b(x) = 0( 1x1 -2(log [xl)-‘) = 
0(1x1 -*), or be L”j2 in a neighborhood of infinity to conclude that a 
solution of (5.2) has fast decay. Thus neither condition (a) nor (b) in 
Theorem 2 extends to the linear situation. 
Conclusion (ii). Even in the radial case in Theorem 2, it is not enough 
to have h(x) Ixl”+’ and b,(x) (xl4 in L”‘2(lxl -‘” dx) in a neighborhood of 
infinity. 
EXAMPLE 4. In this example we will discuss the conditions h(x) [xl”+‘, 
b,(x) [xl4 E L4( [XI-~’ dx) f or some q > n/2, in Theorem 2. The condition 
looks strange and a little bit artificial. However, in the previous example we 
saw that the conclusion in Theorem 2 does not hold if we allow q = n/2. 
Below we give a stronger example. 
Put h(x) = C,“= r c,s(x - x,), where s(x) = X{lxl <i,2)/lX12 hdlxl), 
c,>O,c,~Ofast,andx,-,c~,asm-,c~.Thenu=(-d)-’hhasfinite 
energy, u(x~) 3 C s c,s(y) 1 yl 2~n dy = co. We can choose c, decaying fast 
so that for any given a > 0, h(x) lxla E L”12. 
Taking bO = h/u yields a similar conclusion for the linear term b,u. 
Conclusion (i). The condition that h or b is locally in Ly for some 
q > n/2 is necessary to get any control of the asymptotics. 
Now take h(x) = C,“=, xIIX, <r,)(x - x,), where rrn I 0 and x, --f co, as 
m + co. If we take r,,, L 0 fast enough, then u = (-A)-’ h has finite 
energy. 
Furthermore, we get 
s h(x)4 Ix(By--y dxwmz, jx,IB4-y r: 
and 
Thus if we can lind /I and y such that /I>0 and n(n-2)-nj?+2y 
> 0, then we get h(x)lx18 E L4(lxI --y dx), some q > n/2, and 
lim sup, _ o. Ix[~-‘u(x)= co. This shows that the factors [xl”+’ and 
1x1 -2n dx cannot be relaxed in Theorem 2. 
Assuming that U(X) N Ix[‘-~, we can get similar counterexamples for 
b,(x). 
Conclusion (ii). The factors IxI~+~, Ix14, and the weight [~I-~~dx in 
the conditions for h and bO in Theorem 2 are best possible. 
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Finally let us remark that the condition on h is somewhat related to con- 
dition (b) in Theorem 2. To see this, assume that u satisfies (0.1) with 
f(x, u) = b,(x)@, where the pair (b,, pi) satisfies (b) with ql. Then if 
we assume that u-r’-” and take h= blu*’ the condition on h, with 
q=q1>n/2 becomes~(h(x)~~~“+~)~~~x~-*~dx=~lb~)~~dx<co. 
EXAMPLE 5. Assume that u is radial and tends to zero at infinity and 
satisfies -du = g. Integrating the equation yields 
u’(R)R”-’ 
4r)=(n-22)r”-2 r +jm P”]is”-‘g(s)dsdr 
u’(R)R”-’ 1 ao 
=(n-2)rn-2+n-2 s 
’ (max(r,s)) - ’ sn ~ ‘g(s) ds. R 
Thus if g is non-negative, monotone convergence shows that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for F* u(r) to stay bounded as r -+ co is that 
JR” g(s)s”-’ ds < CD. 
For a general integrable non-negative function g, define the radial 
function g(r) = SIX, = r g(x) d (T, where da is the n - 1 dimensional surface 
measure. Then if -Au = g, it follows that -AU = g. Thus by the argument 
above, a necessary condition for IxI”~~ U(X) to stay bounded as x + co is 
that j; g(s)s”- ’ ds < co. 
Conclusion (i). In the radial situation he L’ in a neighborhood of 
infinity is a necessary condition in Theorem 1. 
Conclusion (ii). In general, a necessary condition on h and f is that 
h(r) and f ( ., I . I ‘-“)(r) are integrable in a neighborhood of infinity. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider Au + b(x)zP = 0, with b(x) = 0( /xl”), 0 < p < 1, 
and v < - 2. Then if we use Theorem 2 and interpolate bzP < b,u + h, we 
find that the solution has fast decay if p > (n + v)/(n - 2). Note that this 
expression is different from the one for the superlinear situation. In the 
radial case we could have used Theorem 1 instead. 
To see that this is sharp, assume that p < (n + v)/(n - 2), b(r) = r”, and 
u(r) - r2-“. Then j’g b(s) Us sn-’ ds = + co, which is a contradiction (see 
Conclusion (ii) in Example 5). 
Conclusion. Theorem 1 or 2 yields sharp results also in sublinear 
situations. 
The following example gives a partial answers to a question posed by 
Professor K. McLeod (personal communication). 
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EXAMPLE 7. Let p > (n + 2)/(n - 2) and E > 0 be given and consider 
(0.1) with f(x, S) = b(x)9 and Q = R”. Then there is a smooth function b 
bounded between zero and one such that (0.1) has a smooth solution U(X) 
with energy less than E. Furthermore, there are points {x,> such that 
x, + cc and u(x,) + cc as n -+ cc. 
Proof of Claim. Let 6, be a smooth non-negative radial function with 
support in the unit ball B,(O), and such that b, is zero in a neighborhood 
of the origin and bO < 1. 
From Theorem A it follows that there is a positive radial function 
VE~$*(S~) satisfying Au+ b,tF =0 in R”. Furthermore we know that v is 
smooth and that u(x) < C 1x1*-” for large x. 
If we put b,,,(x) = b,((x - x,)A), then o,+(x) = A2’(p- “v((x -x,)1) 
satisfies 
v,&)<l-“C” (x-xXg12--n, for Ix-xOI large. 
Here ~=((n-2)/2)(p-(n+2)/(n-2))>0. 
Pick ilk > 2 such that it tends to infinity fast as k + a~, and points xk, 
such that xk-+ cc, as k+ cc and lxk-xkS( ~-4 if k#k’. 
Now if we let w(x) =C,??, v,,,~,(x), it follows that 0 < w(x) < 
C, Cp= r I;” < co, provided we chose & properly above. Furthermore, it is 
easy to see that w is smooth and can be differentiated termwise two times. 
Now we get 
where we used the fact that the different b,,,, have disjoint support. Thus 
since w is strictly positive we can take b = - Aw/wp. 
The energy of w can be estimated by 
IIWl,< f IIv~xk,&l12= llWl2 f &“. 
k=l k=l 
Clearly we can choose the 1, so that the left side becomes as small as we 
like. 
Finally we note that 
td(xk) 2 Vxk,&k) = v(o)~;“p- ‘) -+ 00, as k-+m. 
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Conclusion. The restriction to critical or subcritical growth in the 
nonradial situation is necessary. 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider d,u + [XI” 12’ = 0, with p > m - 1, v < -m, and 
n < m. By Theorem 6, a solution with finite m-energy in a neighborhood of 
infinity is bounded at infinity if p + 1 < m( -v - n)/(m - n). 
There is a solution on the form U(T) = Cr”, where CI = (-v -m)/ 
(p - (m - 1)). This solution has finite energy if a < (m - n)/m. 
Conclusion (i). There is a solution with finite energy in a 
neighborhood of infinity which is unbounded at infinity if p + 1 > 
m( -v - n)/(m - n). 
Conclusion (ii). There is a solution that has infinite m-energy 
in a neighborhood of infinity and is unbounded at infinity provided 
m<p+ 1 <m(-v-n)/(m-n). 
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